CONLINE
RHENANIA

Onshore
and
offshore
coating
specialists
As Europe’s largest independent pipe
coater Conline-Rhenania provides delivery
assurance with her 14 production lines
in the Netherlands. The production lines
cover a pipe range from 1/2" up to 64"
with lengths of 6 to 26 meters.

Conline-Rhenania has
recently opened a brand
new production unit
and storage yard at the
port of Moerdijk. This
location also houses
our main office.

Conline-Rhenania is divided into three
divisions: Waterworks, Oil and Gas Onshore
and the Offshore division. We work from four
Dutch locations, all of which are very well
connected to Europe’s most important steel
mills by rail and by road. Furthermore, our
production units are located near our own
deep water quaysides, allowing the transport
of pipelines by sea vessels. The Netherlands
are known to have one of the most extensive
and advanced seaport infrastructures in the
world. Conline-Rhenania’s clients benefit from
these transport possibilities.
MOERDIJK: BRAND NEW FACILITY

At the port of Moerdijk we recently built a
brand new all-round production unit that’s
especially equipped as a one-stop-shop for
the offshore industry. Moerdijk is also the
location for a large storage yard and our
new main office. In Maassluis, close to the
Rotterdam harbour, we cater to the water
industry and at the port of Dordrecht we
operate a concrete weight coating production
unit, allowing sea vessels with a draft up to

9.4 meters. Coating projects for the oil and
gas industry, both onshore and offshore, are
carried out at all of our locations, including
Nijmegen close to the German border.
PART OF THE FAMILY

Conline-Rhenania is part of A.Hak, a group
of companies that designs, constructs and
maintains the infrastructure required to provide homes and companies with energy, water
and communication. A.Hak is a family owned
enterprise with short communication lines
that enable subsidiary companies to be more
flexible and resilient in challenging markets.
Being part of the family, Conline-Rhenania
was able to build the new Moerdijk plant, a
modern production unit with state of the art
equipment and an advanced test laboratory.
The plant was built in close cooperation

with several A.Hak companies, keeping the
knowledge in-house which guarantees an
easy automatic upgrading of the plant when
required in the future.

units. Conveyor systems, pipe indexers,
overhead and portal cranes eliminate the
necessity of people moving between pipes.
INNOVATION

QUALIFIED PARTNER

Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) and
sustainability are very important aspects of
our business model. Proper care for quality,
health, safety and environment are integral
parts of our daily work. Our QHSE departments and management contribute to the
continuous improvement of the organization,
with General Risk Assessment, Environmental Risk Assessment, Machinery Risk Assessment and Production Risk Assessment as
parts of their QHSE philosophy. Our efforts
resulted in various certification marks like
ISO 9001, ISO 14001, OHSAS 18001 and
the KIWA production certificates. Our coating
systems and production lines are continuously monitored by means of client line qualifications, project qualifications next to the our
QA/QC department line qualifications.
SAFETY

Safety is our number one priority. We insist
on an incident and injury free environment
for our clients, employees, contractors and
neighbours. The principles we adhere to are
reflected by our management system. We
strive to create and maintain a safe operating
culture at our production units by improving
the leadership skills of staff, simplifying our
requirements and rewarding successful safety performance. Furthermore, safe pipeline
handling is mandatory for all our production

Our advanced automated data logging
systems, with continuous registration of
all production and laboratory data, provide
product security and high quality performance. It also helps us achieve our CSR
objectives by making our production lines
more efficient in terms of the use of energy
and materials. Our advanced pipe tracking
system, fed immediately at the product line,
gives us, our clients and client inspectors
instant access to production data. It also
contributes to an open information structure,
while our modern test equipment ensures
an optimum product quality.

Our production units are equipped
with 14 production lines that provide
coating products like:
 layer polyolefin anticorrosion
3
systems on carbon steel pipes
3 layer polyolefin anticorrosion
systems on stainless steel pipes
Fusion Bonded Epoxy (FBE)
Epoxy systems for internal and
external coating
Polypropylene reinforced cement
for mechanical protection
Concrete weight coating (CWC)
Internal cement lining
Wet thermal insulation coating

OUR PRODUCTION UNITS

MAASSLUIS

NIJMEGEN

Office | Production Unit | Storage Yard
Adriaan van Heelstraat 19
3143 CA Maassluis
The Netherlands

Office | Production Unit | Storage Yard
Handelsweg 30
6541 CT Nijmegen
The Netherlands

+31 10 593 14 00

+31 24 372 82 30

DORDRECHT
Production Unit | Storage Yard
’s-Gravendeelsedijk 73
3316 AS Dordrecht
The Netherlands
+ 31 78 631 66 66

MOERDIJK
Main Office | Production Unit | Storage Yard
Middenweg 1,3,5 (Harbor No. M396)
4782 PM Moerdijk
The Netherlands
+ 31 168 745 300

